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But the new floating technology is expensive and at risk of damage from waves and sealife ...
with partners such as French shipyard Chantiers de L’Atlantique to see whether floaters can
sufficiently ...
Waves and Seaweed Challenge France’s Plans for Floating Wind
A range of new 'govtech' solutions are coming onto the market as digital services increase. A
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new report takes stock.
Empowering citizens: Where next for the GovTech tidal wave?
This five-year agreement will call on the respective expertise of CNES and CMA CGM to
identify, design and develop innovative solutions together to serve shipping, logistics and the
space industry.
CNES and CMA CGM sign unique partnership agreement to spawn innovative solutions
for shipping, logistics and the space industry
Waves can be described as oscillations, or vibrations about a rest position. For example:
sound waves cause air particles to vibrate back and forth ripples cause water particles to
vibrate up and ...
Types of waves
Swiss police forces block a road that will be taken by U.S. President Joe Biden and Russia's
President Vladimir Putin in Geneva, Switzerland, early Wednesday, June 16, 2021. Biden and
Putin will meet ...
The Latest: Biden and Putin depart Geneva after summit
Russian President Vladimir Putin says he and U.S. President Joe Biden have agreed to return
their ambassadors to their posts in a bid to lower tensions. The return of ambassadors follows
a diplomatic ...
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The Latest: Putin: Russia, US to return ambassadors to posts
In a continent where nine out of ten say they are religious, engaging pastors and imams is key
On a Sunday evening in early June, popular Nigerian mega-church pastor, Chris Oyakhilome,
responded to a ...
Why Africa’s faith leaders hold the key to dispelling vaccine doubts
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday invited investment into India, based on what he
dubbed were the “five pillars of talent, market, capital, ecosystem and a culture of openness”
...
Modi invites investment into India at world meet
President Joe Biden and Russian President Vladimir Putin have concluded their meetings in
Geneva, the White House said.
The Latest: Summit between Biden and Putin ends
It marked a second consecutive quarter of contraction after the French economy shrank 1.5%
in ... France and its European neighbours faced a fresh wave of coronavirus infections this
year ...
French GDP revision shows economy contracted again in Q1
These violent events don’t produce flashes of light but rather the faint vibrations ... A
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gravitational wave observatory like LIGO needs to have a large number of solutions to draw
upon.
A New Math Shortcut Helps Describe Black Hole Collisions
The French Competition Authority has said that ... The settlement could be among the first
resolutions in a wave of investigations or lawsuits targeting Google's ads business, which
generated ...
Google is reportedly near settlement of French antitrust case
The French Competition Authority has said that ... The settlement could be among the first
resolutions in a wave of new investigations or lawsuits targeting Google's ads business, which
generated ...
Google nears settlement of French antitrust case: Report
Naomi Osaka withdrew from the French Open on Monday and wrote on Twitter ... time Grand
Slam champion who said she experiences "huge waves of anxiety" before speaking to the
media and revealed ...
Four-time Slam champion Naomi Osaka pulls out of French Open, cites anxiety
She cited the “huge waves of anxiety” she feels talking at them. French Open officials weren’t
sympathetic and fined her $15,000. Then on Monday, Osaka stunned everyone. She
announced she ...
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Podcast: Naomi Osaka drops out of French Open, stands up for mental health
Renault plans to increase share of electric and electrified models in its lineup, aiming to offer 9
out of 10 models in electrified form by 2030. Software République project brings together ...
Renault Plans a Whole New Wave of Electrified Models
Naomi Osaka withdrew from the French Open on Monday and wrote on Twitter ... Grand Slam
champion who said she experiences “huge waves of anxiety” before speaking to the media
and revealed ...
French Open stunned as 4-time Slam champ Osaka withdraws
Naomi Osaka withdrew from the French Open on Monday and wrote on Twitter ... Grand Slam
champion who said she experiences “huge waves of anxiety” before speaking to the media
and revealed ...
4-time Slam champ Osaka out of French Open, cites anxiety
RTE is working with partners such as French shipyard Chantiers de L’Atlantique to see
whether floaters can sufficiently absorb swell and minimize vibrations. That contest will be one
of the ...
Waves and Seaweed Challenge France’s Plans for Floating Wind
Waves are one of the ways in which energy may be transferred. Waves can be described as
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oscillations, or vibrations about a rest position. For example: sound waves cause air particles
to vibrate ...
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